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‘Helping people is my new purpose’: Kevin Stevens’
long journey continues

 13 Josh Yohe (/author/josh-yohe/) 2h ago

BOSTON  —  Kevin Stevens  gazed  out  the  window  on  a chilly December  afternoon, the 
lunch  crowd at Port 305  having  cleared. All that   remained in the restaurant a few miles south
of Boston were some background Christmas tunes, a larger than life figure in Penguins
history, a couple of tears and hope.

Stevens is many things. He’s a Penguins’ icon, an addict, a father, an ex-husband, a boyfriend,
a son, a brother, and one day at a time, a success story.

One question still haunts him.

If you would never have touched cocaine, how many Stanley Cups would the Penguins of the early
90s had won?

“Christ,” the big man mumbles, shaking his head. “We should have won more than two, I’ll
tell you that. I try not to think about it, because a lot of it was my fault. But of course I think
about it. Fuck. If I think about it too much, it drives me nuts. We should have won four or
five Cups. I should have scored 600 goals. I should have been a Penguin forever. It would have
been nice. But I’ll never get that chance again.”

https://theathletic.com/author/josh-yohe/
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Stevens’ life isn’t without purpose, however. He had a choice after being involved in a federal
drug bust a few years ago: Long for the old days and fall farther into the pit of addiction while
being haunted about the dynasty that never happened, or put his legendary determination to
good use and save lives.

“I remember telling Kev, ‘God gave me breast cancer and he gave you addiction,'” said Kelli
Wilson, who serves not only as Stevens’ oldest sister but also the most important person in his
life. “You fight, or you don’t. And I’m so proud of him. He chose to fight, and he’s doing so
much good for so many people.”

It is a Wednesday, and Stevens’ day begins early. It’s just before 9 a.m. and he’s standing in the
banquet room at Disch’s Restaurant in his hometown of Pembroke.

The Chief of Police Association from the South Shore of Boston has gathered for its monthly
meeting, and Stevens is the guest speaker. With sweat on his forehead, Stevens slowly sips on
a drink before speaking to the gathering of police officers.

“Kev always gets so nervous,” Wilson said. “But, he always speaks from the heart. No notes.
No speech writer. It’s just him.”

Stevens is introduced and recounts his life story, the one in which most hockey fans are now
exceedingly familiar.

• Norman Rockwell neighborhood growing up in Pembroke

• Becomes a star power forward for the Penguins and wins the Stanley Cup twice

• Starts doing cocaine in 1993, which triggers his free fall into addiction

• Life goes downhill, highlighted by numerous drug-related arrests
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Stevens, to this day, is always the most popular person in a room. Feeling nervous, he resorts
to humor when his speech begins.

“I’m getting a little uncomfortable looking up and seeing all of you cops everywhere,” he said.
“I used to see you guys all the time. I used to think you lived at my house.”

Everyone laughs. Even his old high school principal, David Gavigan, has decided to take in
Stevens’ speech.

“Kevin’s a good person,” Gavigan said. “Always was.”

Everyone is still laughing at Stevens’ one-liner, but then the big man turns serious.

Stevens, who is under no legal requirement to make such speaking engagements, opens up
about his desire to help addicts near and far. He speaks of his website, of his weekly radio
show and many other endeavors.

Ever modest, Stevens doesn’t share how he regularly goes above and beyond.

In 522 career games as an all-star left winger with the Penguins, Kevin Stevens had 555 points. (Allsport)
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“He does the most amazing things,” Wilson said. “Not too long ago, we found out that a
politician’s son in Massachusetts has been dealing with a serious drug problem. Heroin
addiction. So, do you know what Kev does now? He meets the kid all the time at Dunkin’
Donuts, and they just sit there and talk about life. He does stuff like this a lot. That’s the
thing about him. He truly cares about people. And he wants to help that kid so badly. He
knows he has the power to make a difference.”

Wilson has always been close with her younger brother but has taken a more active role in his
life during the past couple of years. When Stevens was at his lowest point, when the addiction
had wreaked havoc and nearly ended him, Wilson always told him that he would figure life
out, that his purpose would eventually surface.

One day, a couple of years ago, it happened.

When a federal judge spared Stevens jail time for selling Oxycodone in the New England
area, where opioid use has become an epidemic — he was convinced he would do at least a
couple of years of hard time, but letters from the likes of Mario Lemieux made quite a
difference on Stevens’ behalf — he was jolted by a revelation.

His big sister’s voice was in his head.

“He looked at me out of the blue and said, ‘Now I know why God put me here,'” Wilson said.
“Helping people is my new purpose.”

Reliving how different, and how better, his life could be, inspires Stevens in his daily helping
of others. He always speaks of the past before he can process his present and future.

With his big sister watching his every move, Stevens tells police officers a story that’s never
been told from his playing career.

Stevens was traded from the Penguins to his hometown Bruins in 1995. The trade was
executed by Craig Patrick partially for financial reasons, as the Penguins were cash-strapped
and dishing out huge money to retain Lemieux and Jaromir Jagr.
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Patrick wanted Stevens to be the third piece that would be retained for the long term, even if
it would require serious monetary maneuvering. Stevens still holds a Penguins’ record with 17
goals in one postseason. He made a prediction for the ages when the Penguins trailed the
Bruins, 2-0, in the 1991 Wales Conference final.

He was that team’s heartbeat.

“Like Kev always would say,” Wilson said, “‘I always said the things that Mario wanted to
say.’ But it wasn’t Mario’s personality to talk a lot. So Kev did the talking for him.”

Patrick never wanted to part ways with the game’s best power forward.

“He was such of a great player,” Patrick said. “And such of a great teammate. Of course, we
wanted to keep him as long as we could.”

Penguins special assignment scout Kevin Stevens launched the Power Forward Foundation last year. (Courtesy of Kelli Wilson)
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Stevens, though, had other ideas and told the police officers about this journey in great detail.

His problems with substance abuse started on March 4, 1993. Two nights earlier, Lemieux
had done the unthinkable, returning to the NHL on the same day of his final cancer radiation
treatment. The night before a game in New York, a stranger offered Stevens a vial of cocaine
in a Manhattan club.

He accepted.

Stevens liked adult beverages during the early stages of his career but had never used drugs.

“I took the coke and did it in the bathroom,” he said. “I just did it. I don’t even know why.
And my life was never the same again.”

Stevens started looking for more cocaine — and found it — not long after returning to
Pittsburgh. When the Stanley Cup playoffs began that spring, the drug was on his mind as
much as winning a third Stanley Cup.

“It’s scary,” he said. “If I had started doing cocaine at 18, I know I never would have even
played in the NHL.”

Stevens’ play began to decline in the spring of 1993, and everyone attributes this to his brutal
injury on May 14, 1993. His infamous collision with Rich Pilon turned into a catastrophic
injury, and the Penguins’ mini-dynasty ended a couple of hours later.
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Stevens’ face was literally demolished, his only memory of that night coming from a hospital
bed, where nurses placed a radio beside his bed. Barely awake, he can still hear Mike Lange’s
call of David Volek’s overtime goal in his head.

That injury, though, didn’t do the damage, Stevens insists.

“That’s not why I wasn’t the same player after that,” Stevens said. “It was the addiction. It was
always that.”

As Stevens explained during his speech, his loyalty to the Penguins was unwavering even if a
certain request would indicate otherwise.

“I told Craig to trade me,” Stevens said.

Why?

Kevin Stevens Face InjuryKevin Stevens Face InjuryKevin Stevens Face Injury

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=167X7PjO6oo
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCem85JoknY-8Vg7alEVOm7A
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Stevens had it all in Pittsburgh. He would have received a wealthy, new contract, he could
have played a handful of seasons on Lemieux’s left wing and was among the most beloved
figures in franchise history.

“I didn’t deserve to play with Mario anymore,” Stevens explained. “I knew I was on the wrong
path. I knew I was never going to be that player again. So I told Craig to trade me to Boston.
Mario was so great, those Penguins teams were so great. I didn’t want to embarrass them.”

Stevens later recalled the situation in great detail.

“We had lost three years in a row in the playoffs,” Stevens said. “Mario was hurt and not
playing much, and the Penguins didn’t have a lot of money. (Patrick) wanted to keep me. But
I said, ‘No.’ It was right in the middle of the addiction. It was starting to grab me a little bit,
and I knew it. I knew I wasn’t really going to be the same player.”

He never was, of course. Playing on a team of future hall of famers, Stevens didn’t feel like
himself any longer and didn’t feel like he belonged in Pittsburgh.

“If I could do it all over again, I would have stayed,” Stevens said. “Trust me, if I wasn’t
dealing with addiction then, I would have stayed in Pittsburgh forever. But I was getting to be
out of control. I didn’t even know what was going on. I didn’t realize I was an addict, even
though I was. But when I was doing drugs then, the drugs were all I could think about.”

Stevens gets emotional when thinking of his days with the Penguins. When he considers how
many Stanley Cups those teams should have won, tears form in his eyes.

“It’s not that I wanted to leave,” he said. “Trust me, I never wanted to leave. To this day, I love
Pittsburgh so much. I love the Penguins. I loved those teams back then. Great friends. I loved
everything about being a hockey player. But the addiction was chipping away.”

Addicts have a way of hiding their habits, and Stevens was no different.

“I never knew,” Patrick said. “I would have loved to have kept him. I still thought he was a
great player. I didn’t see much decline in his game. He was still a great power forward. But he
was ready to go.”

When Stevens’ speech to Boston police officers was over, he was ready to go, too.
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More work remained.

Stevens hosts a weekly radio show and called Crosscheck Radio and, on this day, he makes
the drive north to Quincy for the taping. The show, which is now available on Pittsburgh
airwaves and the IHeartRadio app on Saturday mornings, is uniquely Stevens.

He speaks of addiction, sports, and everything in between during the 60-minute program.
Stevens often hosts a guest who has been impacted by the perils of addiction. He encourages
callers to come forward and share their stories. In between, he talks hockey or whatever else is
on his mind. There is something oddly entertaining about the show even if the format is
hardly set in stone.

“Well, I’ll say this,” Penguins assistant general manager Bill Guerin said. “I challenge you to
find anyone who doesn’t like Kevin Stevens. Good luck with that. He’s dealt with a lot and
has made mistakes, but you’ll never find anyone who doesn’t like him. Ever.”
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Stevens’ larger-than-life personality comes through in his radio show, even if years of being
humbled and shamed are also evident in his tone.

If someone needs help, Stevens essentially serves as the middle man. It’s why the program
exists. Stevens, better than most people, realizes that reaching out for help is extraordinarily
difficult for addicts.

“Kev always says that he’ll keep doing it forever if it helps just one person,” Wilson said. “But
it’s doing a lot more than that. We’ve already helped five people get into rehab who came
forward. It’s been incredible.”

It’s now become commonplace for people suffering with addiction to come forward because of
Stevens. About a year ago, a woman struggling with drug problems in Pittsburgh watched an
interview with Stevens on KDKA-TV and decided to check into rehab the following day.

“I know what it’s like to get sucked in by it,” Stevens said.

He’s the focal point of the Power Forward Foundation, which serves as an avenue for addicts
to get help. Many members of the foundation, including Crosscheck cohosts Alyssa Horton
and Willy Drinkwater, have dealt with addiction. Joe Diaz, the website and graphic designer,
connected with Stevens at an AA meeting.

Andy Bernstein and Stevens’ sisters — Wilson and Kim Froh — also are part of this group
that seems to share a rare bond. They are all in attendance during the radio show, after which
Stevens approaches all of them with an envelope with a holiday gift.

“He’s the best,” Bernstein said. “He really is.”

The affection for Stevens among this group is impossible to ignore. So, too, is his dedication
to helping others.

“I always ask him if it’s too much,” Wilson said. “Keep in mind, he’s in his 50’s now. He’s got
a 3-year-old boy at home. He’s a scout for the Penguins. He drove three hours each way last
night to scout a game. He’s an extremely busy man. I always ask him if there are too many
speaking engagements, too many radio shows, if he needs a break.”

Penguins left winger Kevin Stevens set a single-postseason franchise record with 17 goals in 1991 and helped win the Stanley Cup
against left winger Brian Bellows and the Minnesota North Stars. (Bruce Bennett/Getty Images)
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Stevens just shakes his head.

“I need to stay busy,” Stevens said. “Too much down time, and I get in my own head.”

All of this raises a question: Is Stevens really clean?

Stevens looks you in the eye when the question is asked.

“I am,” he said. “For 2 1/2 years.”

Are some days still a struggle? Does temptation remain?

“I don’t know if I’d say it’s a struggle, if that’s the right word,” Stevens said. “But it’s a daily
thing for me, a battle. I need to stick with my program. I need to be sober, you have to
understand. If I’m not sober, I don’t have anything. I don’t have a family. I don’t have hockey.
It’s the most important thing in my life. Without it, I can’t function. So, the busier I am, the
better I am, the happier I am.”

Wilson keeps the closest of tabs on her brother and said the past two years have been
different, that his federal bust changed his life for the better.

“I actually sleep at night now because I know he’s clean,” Wilson said. “It used to be that I’d
only sleep well when he was in rehab because at least I knew he was safe then. I think my
mom gets a little upset still when she goes a few days without hearing from him. But in
general, we’re all doing better because we know he’s better. There’s Kevin, and then there’s
Kevin on drugs. They’re two different people. And I feel like I have my brother back. It’s a
good feeling.”

This doesn’t mean he’s out of the woods, of course.

“I think every day is still a struggle,” Wilson said. “His priority is sobriety. Every day. Relapse
is expected. It’s part of his disease, part of the progression. But it also doesn’t have to be that
way. And he’s been incredible.”

Stevens said he is happier now than he has been in years.
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“I still have certain days when (temptation) is there,” Stevens said. “But, I’ve got a routine
now. I’ve had it my whole life, as an athlete. And I have it now. I need it. I need to go to my
meetings. I started going to them when I got sober in the first place. And I need to be around
my family and friends. They’re great people, and I’m very lucky.”

If Stevens needs any motivation to stay clean, he considers all of his failures. He blew millions
of dollars, lost friends, lost a marriage, damaged his relationship with his children and
probably cost himself an invitation to the Hockey Hall of Fame.

Stevens places family before hockey, make no mistake. But he still bristles when speaking of
his career.

Numbers don’t lie: In the three seasons before Stevens started using cocaine, he produced 149
goals, 320 points and 564 penalty minutes. The numbers, during a time when goal scoring
was starting to decline following the freewheeling 80s, speak for themselves. He was hockey’s
greatest power forward, a 50-goal machine who stood up for Lemieux at all times.

Lemieux, incidentally, missed more than 100 games during those three seasons.

Penguins special assignment scout Kevin Stevens and his mother, Patricia. (Courtesy Kelli Wilson)
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“Kevin wasn’t a creation of Mario,” Patrick said. “He was an all-time great power forward for
a period of time.”

Even now, Guerin, himself no slouch of a power forward, shakes his head.

“I was coming into the league when he was at his best,” Guerin said. “I had a thing in New
Jersey where I was told to watch the player on the other team I wanted to emulate. When we
played Pittsburgh, I watched Kevin. He was incredible. So big, so fast, such a great player. He
did it all.”

In those three seasons, from 1990-1993, he scored 149 goals. Then, he did cocaine for the
first time. In the following nine seasons, he scored 134 goals.

“I look at those numbers all the time,” Stevens said. “It’s no different than a lawyer or a
doctor, I guess. If they’re addicts, their production is going to drop off, too. You know, I didn’t
do a drug until I was 28. Not one. Honest to God. It occurs to me that, if I had started doing
drugs when I was 18 instead, I’d have never even played in the NHL. It’s scary when I think
of it that way.”

Stevens will never score those 600 goals. He will never be inducted into the Hall of Fame. He
will never skate around with the Stanley Cup for the third time. The thought of it all brings
tears to his eyes, but then he focuses on how lucky he really is.

He is still alive. He isn’t in jail. His relationship with his children has improved greatly. He is
employed. His relationship with his ex-wife, Suzanne, has probably never been better.

“She’s an unbelievable mom,” Stevens said. “My older kids, you know, that (relationship)
could have gone downhill. But it hasn’t. We’re good now. Suzanne deserves a lot of credit for
that.”

Then, there is his sister, Kelli.

“Boy am I lucky,” Stevens said. “She’s a very positive person, and I need that. She’s helped me
so much. You don’t even know.”

His oldest sister has been through a lot. Through it all, she has maintained a belief that her
famous brother would overcome all of his demons.
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One day at a time, she sees him getting there.

“I used to send my parents to Florida in the winter just to get them away from all of the
madness,” she said. “I admit that I enabled him for a long time without ever realizing it. Kev
would ask me for money, and I’d give it to him. Eventually, I had to start writing checks to
Comcast instead of just giving him money, because I didn’t realize where the money was
going.”

Stevens takes the staff of his nonprofit group to lunch after his radio show.

As he eats a fish sandwich at Port 305, his entire life flashes before his eyes.

• He is surrounded by his support group, people who have become his best friends in his fight
against addiction.

• Above the table is a television with a hockey game playing from the previous evening. The
Yale-UMass game is airing, and Luke Stevens, his 21-year-old son, scores a goal for Yale in
the second period. Everyone at the table cheers. Stevens grins. He was there the night before
and is grooming his son, a fifth-round pick of the Carolina Hurricanes, for the NHL.
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• Stevens always brings conversation back to his girlfriend, Fallon, and their three-year old
son, Hunter. He does so continually during lunch.

• When he’s not talking about them, he’s talking about Pittsburgh and the Penguins.

“We all used to live in Mt. Lebanon by the Galleria,” he said. “I always smile when I think
about those times. We were so great.”

His former teammates are still talking about him, too. One night earlier, Stevens had dinner
with his old linemate, Rick Tocchet.

The Hurricanes drafted left winger Luke Stevens in the fifth round of the 2015 draft. He is the son of Penguins special assignment scout
Kevin Stevens. (Jaylynn Nash/Icon Sportswire via Getty Images)
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“Kevin Stevens is one of my favorite teammates ever,” Tocchet said. “A generous, funny
person. And he’d give you the shirt off his back if you needed it. He still has those same
qualities today.”

This properly summarizes Stevens in the eyes of so many. He is a good man who has done
bad things. To this day, he is beloved by all of his old teammates and essentially everyone who
comes into contact with the gentle giant.

Stevens knows everyone is rooting for him. It seems to pressure and inspire him all at the
same time.

“Life isn’t so bad, though,” he said. “I can wake up whenever I want now, and I’m going to
feel good. I’m not thinking about pain pills. It’s nice.”

It represents a start. Stevens doesn’t seem totally happy, but he is on his way. That purpose he
discovered remains.

“He wants to help people, especially young people, and athletes,” Wilson said. “He’s spoken
to more than 2,000 people in the past six months. That’s a lot of people. And he’s so, so
committed to helping as many people as he can. He always says, ‘Kel, I can do this. I can do
this.’ The fact of the matter is, he’s a very good man with a very bad disease. People who
know him will tell you, if they could have one thing of Kevin’s, it would be his heart. Not his
athletic ability. Not his money. But his heart. He’s a giver.”

He learned to love himself before he could help others. While the pain of his mistakes
remains, Stevens’ resolve burst through his eyes the way his chest once burst through his No.
25 jersey. The guy who protected Lemieux, and who made an iconic guarantee, and who was
the voice of a great team in Pittsburgh sports history, still has a pulse.

When his support group leaves after lunch is complete, each of them hugs Stevens and says “I
love you” to him.

He says it back.

The big man has a soft spot.
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“Does he ever,” Wilson said. “He knows how much these people care about him. And he
knows how much all the old Penguins and how much Pittsburgh cares about him. He gets
choked up. He’s more sensitive than people think. He was a train, right? Like Mike Lange
always called him, the R.T. Express. But he’s so sensitive, so full of kindness. He’s just trying
to put his life together. He is trying so, so hard.”

The restaurant is now empty, and Stevens is sitting at a table by himself. The drugs are on his
mind, and hockey, and all the money he lost, and his children, and the Penguins, and
Pittsburgh.

His eyes become teary as he looks at Dorchester Bay.

“Best days of my life were in Pittsburgh,” he said. “God I miss that place. Fuck. I loved
playing for that team so much. It’s nice to be in the organization again, I’ll tell that. And it’s
nice to be living again.”

He will always have his memories, but it seems Stevens, one day at a time, is embracing his
new role. He’s no longer a superstar, even if his name will always pop up in Penguins’ record
books.

Now he’s just a 53-year-old man putting his life together and trying to save the world, one
person at a time.

“I’m happy about it,” Stevens said, offering a shy grin. “I really am.”

He walks to his car but then remembers more work remains in the radio studio. Stevens
hustles back to the studio. He’s in a rush to get home to Hunter and Fallon, after all.

Life doesn’t always present us second chances, and he doesn’t seem interested in failing again.
The man who was always at his best when the Penguins trailed in a series seems to know a
thing or two about comebacks.

“I think he’s really turned the corner,” Wilson said. “He prays to God every day — as we all
do — that he’s going to keep getting better.”
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What did you think of this story?

MEH SOLID AWESOME

Stevens emerges from the studio and heads home as the New England sun begins to set,
another productive day in the books.

“I want this,” he said. “I want to be good.”

(Top photo courtesy of Kelli Wilson)
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Thank you, Scott.
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Jonathon H. 2h ago

great article, dude! happy for artie.

Josh Yohe STAFF 1h ago

Thanks. And it's impossible not to like Artie...certainly cheering for him.

1

Lawrence N. 2h ago

Josh, awesome story. Stevens is my favorite Penguin ever. I always tell people that the Pens do not win
the first two Cups without #25. He truly was the heart of that team. I know they had a ton of talent, but
Stevens was just so important to that team. I am glad to hear that he is doing well. I own only one sports
jersey and it is Stevens' #25. It is framed and hanging in my family room. He was certainly the best
power forward of the 90's. So big and strong, but had tremendous hands. It was a pleasure watching that
team play.

Josh Yohe STAFF 1h ago

Probably the most underrated player from those teams. Other than Mario and Jagr
(in 92), Stevens was the most dominant player on those teams, even more than Francis.

Jordan B. 1h ago

Wow. WOW! Great feature. Wishing Kevin nothing but the best.

@Scott S. 

@Jonathon H. 

@Lawrence N. 
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Josh Yohe STAFF 1h ago

Thank you, Jordan. He seems to be doing well, which is a great thing.

G. Robert F. 1h ago

I want so badly to see Artie succeed at this. Thanks for a memorable portrait of a redemption in
progress.

Lynn R. 1h ago

Wow, Josh, thanks for an amazing piece. Kevin really is lucky - so many addicts end up dead/in
jail/friendless - and he so obviously appreciates that. You can't help but root for him to stay in the good
place he's in. 
 
Also a tiny edit - a "vial" of cocaine (not vile). 
 
Thank you again for writing and sharing this remarkable story.

Warren D. 1h ago

This piece conveys a wary optimism, caution and that feeling you get while watching someone walking a
tightrope, knowing that a person’s life is one slip away from disaster. In that sense it conveys nearly
perfectly the experience of caring about an addict. Be hopeful, but don’t ever get your hopes up too
high. Great work Josh.

Chris S. 51m ago

He's why I always wear #25. I like the different style that you presented this in. Nice job. Let's go Artie!

@Jordan B. 
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Tom J. 16m ago

Thank you for this article. It is phenomenal. 
 
May Kevin continue to find the strength to help others, and himself.
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